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Introduction
In his memoir Fifty Years with Science, the British science journalist, author, administrator and science populariser J. G. Crowther (1899 Crowther ( -1983 mentions in passing that during the mid1930s he applied for a job. For references, he turned to Ernest Rutherford, Abram Ioffe, Robert Millikan and Werner Heisenberg, all of whom obliged. 1 Crowther did not get the job, but I recount the story to draw attention to his list of referees.
Apart form Ioffe, all were Nobel laureates, and their nationalities were diverse: Rutherford was British (though originally from New Zealand); Ioffe was from the USSR; Millikan was American; Heisenberg was German. This small episode is emblematic of Crowther's distinctive position in the history of science popularisation: he knew and enjoyed the respect of many leading scientists (albeit mainly from the physical sciences), and his circle of acquaintances was wide and international.
As a young man inventing a scientific career for himself, without being a practising scientist,
Crowther tried several avenues of employment. In the mid-to-late 1920s, he made his first forays into science journalism with The New Statesman and Nation and especially the Manchester Guardian, to which he became a regular science contributor. 2 At around this time he also made unsuccessful overtures to the BBC to become a manager of science broadcasts.
He eventually had a significant broadcasting career at the BBC, albeit one with a curious The BBC and the British Council had mutual affinities as purveyors of British values and culture to the rest of the world. This similarity of objective between two otherwise dissimilar organisations partly accounts for Crowther's appeal to both. As an avowed internationalist with a wide circle of acquaintances and journalistic contacts, Crowther was useful to both organisations when they were expanding their overseas activities. This period of Crowther's life illuminates not only his own career but also the war-time work of the two organisations he worked for -the BBC and the British Council.
The bulk of Crowther's work for the BBC during the years 1940-47 was carried out for its various overseas services. This period saw an influx of new personnel to the Overseas Service, much of it new to British life and British broadcasting, and often drawing on resources not used in the domestic arm of the BBC. Where science was concerned several of these new recruits turned for advice, ideas and contacts to Crowther, who was largely shunned by the BBC's domestic services.
Crowther was also active in a third internationally oriented organisation: the British Britain's international scientific relations. 'Crowther's war' was also an institutional war -or at any rate an institutional battle -in which he was the loser.
Before embarking on an exposition of Crowther's war-time activities, I will give an outline of his life and explain why he interests historians of twentieth-century science and science popularisation.
J. G. Crowther
James Gerald Crowther (1899-1983) was born in Halifax, Yorkshire, and won an exhibition to study mathematics at Cambridge in 1917. His university studies were suspended because of the First World War, in which Crowther did not serve, being occupied instead in warrelated scientific research with the physiologist A. V. Hill (who recurs in the narrative below). In 1919 he began his undergraduate mathematical studies at Cambridge University, but dropped out after a term. Spells of teaching followed, and in 1924 he became a representative for Oxford University Press, touring the UK to meet scientists, sell books and -contrary to his employer's wishes -commission new ones. As he began working for Oxford University Press, Crowther embarked on scientific journalism, which was to be his main occupation. 7 Crowther's principal journalistic outlet was the Manchester Guardian, for which he supplied (by my estimation) around 350 articles between 1927 and 1949, mostly published with the by-line 'a scientific correspondent' or 'a science correspondent'. 8 Christopher Chilvers comments that 'Crowther was not the first scientific journalist, but he was the first to codify and articulate a distinct vision of the role of scientific journalism'. 9 As a science writer, Crowther saw his role as not simply to report scientific developments, but also to act as an advocate for science. This gave his journalism an occasional evangelical tone. In Science for You, published in 1928 and based on some of his Manchester Guardian articles, he wrote:
One of the necessities of the hour is that the public should know more about science.
and
The public should be made to realize that their own existence is largely the result of the application of science to the old domestic manufacturing arts, ...
11
Science therefore was not simply something the lay public might find interesting, but something they ought to know about. A public knowledge of science could have:
... an astonishing influence on human society. The public interest in science would beget a public scientific understanding and conscience, and just a little of these, by themselves, would have remarkable effects. The public would then, for example, perceive that the scientific experts in coal-mining were on the whole second-rate. to a halt, however, with the sudden death of the editor, and his successor did not revive it. 29 Crowther approached the BBC again later the same year via a six-page letter presenting his ideas for reorganising science broadcasting in general programming (as opposed to science in schools broadcasts). 30 His letter appears to have been both a pitch for a job and a preliminary setting-out of ideas prior to a meeting with BBC staff. Crowther's letter suggested ways of changing the style and management of science broadcasting. He considered that all science broadcasts should be brought into a centralised Science Talks department (contrary to BBC practice, which was not to have subject-specific departments) and that a Science Talks department should have a scientific manager, for which position he recommended himself.
Crowther suggested that programmes should be organized didactically, so that treatments progressed from elementary to advanced. Some of the leading scientists of the day, such as Sir William Bragg and Ernest Rutherford, would be invited to conduct scientific experiments on the radio, with listeners at home following their instructions. Crowther also envisaged a role for the Royal Society:
The President of the Royal Society is particularly interested in radio work, so that no time could be more propitious than the present for interesting the Royal Society in the BBC's scientific activities.
31
Overall Crowther's proposals were aimed not only at rectifying the public's ignorance, but also at elevating its appreciation and judgement in scientific matters:
The Science Talks department [under my management] would make every effort to see that all talks were genuinely scientific even if popular, and would try to create a better public taste in scientific matters than the newspaper press has so far succeeded in creating. 32 In view of subsequent developments covered in this article, I wish to highlight two particular points from this letter: Crowther's aspiration to centralise science production under a scientific manager; and the potential involvement of the Royal Society in the BBC's science output.
The BBC's Director of Talks, Hilda Matheson noted on Crowther's letter: 'Almost everyone is interested in science when it's shoved under their noses. But I think not quite so much as this man suggests'. 33 Nothing came of Crowther's suggestions, although the idea of a single science department under a scientific manager had a long and controversial afterlife.
Following his 1926 letter, Crowther plied the BBC with copies of his newspaper articles and with suggestions for talks. His first opportunity to broadcast came a year later when Hilda
Matheson planned three short monthly astronomical talks entitled 'Stars of the Month'. She asked Crowther to recommend a speaker, or to do it himself. 35 He volunteered, and the talks were broadcast in January, February and March 1928. 36 Crowther's next radio appearance was in September 1931. In the meantime, significant changes had taken place in the BBC's Talks Department. Mary Adams had joined the BBC in 1930 with special responsibility for science talks -a post Crowther would presumably have hoped for. However, Adams's background was quite different from Crowther's. In contrast to
Crowther's lacklustre academic career, Adams had gained a first-class degree in Botany from University College, Cardiff, and had pursued research at Cambridge University, where she became interested in adult education. Her first broadcasts in 1928, at around the same time as
Crowther's, were considered to have been highly successful. 37 Crowther too had moved on since his first BBC broadcasts. As mentioned earlier, he had visited the USSR and had been instrumental in bringing the Soviet delegation to London for the Congress on the History of Science and Technology. He had even contemplated moving to Moscow to set up an agency for importing British technical teaching expertise, although this plan did not materialise. 38 His interest in Left politics and his visits to the USSR brought him to the attention of the British security services, who set about establishing whether he was a communist. They concluded that he was not. 39 There was little broadcasting work for Crowther during the 1930s. Mary Adams, in a note to her successor in 1936 on the qualities required of a science broadcaster, summarised the strengths and weaknesses of some of the broadcasters she had used. Concerning Crowther she wrote: 'ideal in theory, but a poor broadcaster'. 40 One development during the 1930s that had ramifications for Crowther's war-time work with both the BBC and the British Council was the growth of the social relations of science movement. 45 This was concerned with the betterment of society through science. Its origins have been traced to the First World War, and a disenchantment with science that spread widely among the public and, to some extent, among scientists themselves, as the destructive potential of science became evident. 46 The movement received an impetus from the Soviet delegation's visit to London in 1931. 47 Other scientists in the movement included crystallographer J. D. Bernal, physicist and co-discoverer of the positron, Patrick Blackett;
astronomer and editor of Nature, Richard Gregory; and biologist J. 59 Its initial circulation was 100, 000
although within a few months this was reduced because of constraints in finance and paper.
An edition was distributed to press offices around the world for use in overseas press; and 2000 copies per month were distributed within Britain. Though couched in journalese, this report captures accurately the deputation's most contentious proposals. These proposals, however, did not come as a bolt from the blue to the BBC. A letter to the BBC from the BAAS setting out these proposals had preceded the visit, and had been annotated by William Haley, the BBC's Editor-in-Chief (and from 1944 its Director General). 88 Against them he pencilled 'most dangerous', and 'would depend on the limitations placed on such a committee'. 89 In the presence of the deputation, however, his tone was more conciliatory. He expressed:
... his great interest in what had been said by the various speakers and said...[A]ll the suggestions put forward would receive full and sympathetic consideration.
90
A non-committal press release was issued, and that was the end of official discussions between the BBC and the BAAS on this matter until after the war. BBC had approached the Royal Society to enter into an advisory arrangement because the Society was considered by the BBC to be authoritative, whereas the BAAS was erroneously considered to be 'merely a body to which all scientists belong'. 93 The arrangement had been kept secret at the Royal Society's request. 94 Following the embarrassing revelation of this arrangement at the meeting with members of the BAAS, a BBC manager offered to include the BAAS henceforth in its advisory arrangements. together on an agreed basis of cooperation, could do far better service to international relations in science than must result from independent, to say nothing of competitive, action.
98
The 'agreed basis of cooperation' to which Dale referred was to be achieved by dissolving the Science Committee and reconstituting it with representatives of the Royal Society. 99 Crowther saw things differently. 100 
